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A NOTE ON THIS GUIDE:  
This guide covers resources currently available on the Internet at either the Oregon 
State Legislative website or the Oregon State Archives’ website. Future guides will 
include conducting legislative history primarily on the State Archives’ website, as 
well as conducting legislative history in print and microfilm resources for the period 
predating online coverage. The researcher should contact a reference librarian at an 
academic or government law library for additional research assistance. 
 
The State Legislature is in the process of transferring older legislative history 
materials (older audio/video archive files of committee hearings) from a portion of 
its website to the servers at the State Archives. The Oregon Legislative Information 
System (OLIS) will maintain the most current six years, and any older audio/video 
will be rolled over to State Archives’ servers. See Section 7 below. Ultimately this 
will make it easier to know when to consult each website, but until the migration is 
complete, it makes creating an accurate guide challenging. It is anticipated that this 
guide will be revised in the near future once the migration is complete. 

 
Example: ORS § 106.310 

 
Depending on when a statute was enacted or amended, you may be looking at: 

• print resources 
• microfilm 
• online resources at either the Oregon State Legislative or Oregon State 

Archives’ websites 
• combination of all of these 

 
You will need to find the following in order to perform legislative history research 
in Oregon: 
 

STATUTE CITATION  SESSION LAW  SENATE OR HOUSE BILL NUMBER  

MEASURE HISTORY  COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS, DATES OF PUBLIC HEARINGS OR 

WORK SESSIONS, MINUTES (AND AUDIO/VIDEO FILES WHERE AVAILABLE) AND 

EXHIBITS 
 
1) STATUTE CITATION — The statute citation enables you to find the session law. 
Bracketed information at the end of the statute text tells when a statute was enacted, 
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amended or repealed. Look up your statute in the current version of the Oregon 
Revised Statutes (ORS) at the Legislative website: 
https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/bills_laws/Pages/ORS.aspx.  
 
Note: The most recent ORS available online is the 2013 edition; the 2015 edition 
will be available in early 2016. Therefore you may need to consult the Oregon Laws 
(session laws), then the “Statutes Affected by Measures” tables under the 
Supplemental Documents for 2014 and 2015 to determine if your statute was 
affected by recent changes to the law. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
                           . . . .  
 

 
 

  

 
ORS 106.310 is absent from both the 2014 and 2015 statutes affected tables, which 
means that ORS 106.310 has not changed since the 2013 edition of the ORS. Locate 
the statute by looking up Chapter 106 (in volume 3), then scroll down to ORS 
106.310. 
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In the ORS you will see: 
[ORS] 106.310 Definitions for ORS 106.300 to 106.340 [Domestic Partnerships]. 
. . . 
[2007 c.99 §3; 2009 c.561 §1]  Citation to the 2007 and 2009 session laws 
 
The statute was enacted in 2007 by Oregon Laws chapter 99, §3, and amended in 
2009 by Oregon Laws chapter 561, §1. The use of the word chapter in this context 
refers to session laws and NOT to ORS chapter numbers. 
 
2) SESSION LAW —The session law cite enables you to find the Senate or House Bill 
number. Look up the session laws by going to Oregon Laws from the Legislature’s 
Bills and Laws tab: 
 

 
 
 
 
Look at both the 2007 and 2009 regular sessions. 
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For 2007, click on the link for chapter 99. All text in §3 is bolded, meaning that it is 
all new text, indicating that it creates a new statute rather than amends an existing 
statute. The bill number (HB 2007) is shown at the beginning of the act, and the 
effective date is shown at the end. Typically that is January 1 of the year following 
the legislative session; however the legislature may declare a different effective date, 
or declare an emergency, in which case the act becomes effective immediately upon 
passage. 
 
For 2009, click on chapter 561. Section 1 shows [language that was deleted by this 
bill in brackets and italics], and new language in bold. Note the bill number is HB 
2839. 
 
For pre–1999 session laws, consult the print Oregon Laws (available in the 
University of Oregon John E. Jaqua Law Library as well as other law libraries in the 
state). 
 
3) BILL NUMBER — The bill number enables you to find the measure history, 
legislative committee assignments, exhibits, and audio/video of public hearings and 
work sessions. For pre–2007 bills, consult a print Final Status Report for Legislative 
Measures (Calendar) (University of Oregon John E. Jaqua Law Library or other law 
library in the state). On the Legislature’s Bills and Laws tab, under Bills, select 
Previous Session Bills. Note: This takes you to the same place as Session 
Information  Previous Session Details. 
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Select 2007 Regular Session: 
 

 
 
 
Click on the Bills icon in the top right corner. Under the Bill Number tab, either 
search for HB 2007, or browse through the House bills: 
 

 
 
 
Once in HB 2007, note the navigational tabs: 
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• The Overview tab shows sponsors and measure history, etc. The measure 
history is key to a legislative history as it shows committee assignments, and 
dates of public hearings or work sessions, which is where the bulk of the work 
takes place. 

• The Text tab contains the text of the bill as introduced, amended, and finally 
enrolled. 

• The Analysis tab includes revenue or fiscal impact statements. 
• The Meeting Material/Exhibits tab contains available exhibits for the bill. 

Exhibits may take the form of written testimony, letters in support of or 
against bills, empirical data, maps, etc. Just because you do not see any 
exhibits here does not mean there were no exhibits. Check the Oregon State 
Archives’ website to determine if exhibits accompanied the public hearing or 
work session and request them from Archives. More on that under Section 6 
below. 

 
4) COMMITTEE ASSIGNMENTS AND DATES OF HEARINGS — Select the Overview tab, then 
expand Measure History. HB 2007 was assigned to the Elections, Ethics and Rules 
Committee and a public hearing was held on April 9, with a work session on April 
10. Click on the arrow enclosed in the box to see the committee agenda; a much 
more detailed agenda (tape/audio log) is available at the State Archives’ website, see 
Section 6 below. The arrows also take you to the audio file (video may be available 
for more recent bills) of the committee meetings. 
 

 
 
 
5) AUDIO/VIDEO — When you click on the arrow above, on the right you will see: 
 

 
 
Click on the circled arrow to access the audio of the public hearing. Older meeting 
audio may require RealPlayer®. Depending on the year the bill was passed, there 
may be an index showing when discussion of your bill began. The audio file 
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typically contains discussion on several bills during any public hearing or work 
session. If there is no index, you may have to fast forward and stop periodically for 
discussion of your bill. It may be worthwhile checking the State Archives’ 
tape/audio logs for specific bills, as they sometimes include a detailed list of the 
times when testimonies begin. 
 
Repeat this process for any other public hearings or work sessions. 
 
6) MISCELLANEOUS MATERIALS ON THE OREGON STATE ARCHIVES’ WEBSITE — Until the 
website migration of older audio/video for older bills to the State Archives’ server is 
complete, the researcher may need to check the latter for the possibility of more 
detailed committee meeting agendas, meeting exhibits, audio files, and legislative 
bill tracings. 
 

Meeting Agendas and Exhibits: 
Go to the Oregon State Archives’ website and click on Archival Records: 
http://sos.oregon.gov/archives/Pages/default.aspx. Click on the link for the 
Legislative Committee Minutes and Audio Logs. Select 2007 Regular Session  
House, and then the Elections, Ethics and Rules Committee. Recall that a public 
hearing was held on April 9 and a work session on April 10. The links for these 
dates will take you to an audio log listing the speakers during the public 
hearings or work sessions, as well as any exhibits offered. 
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. . . .  
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Prior to 2007, more detailed minutes of the public hearings and work sessions 
were produced. Beginning with 2007, brief tape/audio logs replaced the practice 
of transcribing minutes. Nevertheless, the minutes were never more than a 
summary and not a verbatim account of the meetings. The audio account has 
always been the official record. For meetings where no audio is available online, 
researchers use the written minutes or tape/audio logs to determine whether to 
request a copy of the audio file from State Archives. 
 
Unfortunately the exhibits are not available online and you will need to contact 
the Archives’ Reference Unit to get a copy of any exhibits. 
 
Audio Files: 
Depending on the year, the State Archives’ website may also contain audio files 
(some coverage for 1999-2001, 2009), of meeting minutes as well as tape logs. 
Any audio files appearing on both the Legislative and Archives’ websites should 
be identical. 
 
Legislative Bill Tracings: 
Tracings, where they exist, show the committees through which the bill passed, 
the dates and pages in the minutes where discussion can be found, a listing of 
exhibits and a listing of the corresponding audiotape, if one exists. Tracings are 
useful when doing older legislative history research as the information 
contained in the Final Status Report for Legislative Measures is occasionally 
inaccurate. Click on Legislative Bill Tracings from the Archival Records’ website 
at http://sos.oregon.gov/archives/Pages/records.aspx. Legislative bill tracing 
searches work only with Internet Explorer. Contact the Archives’ Reference Unit 
for assistance. 

 
7) ADDITIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO FROM THE LEGISLATURE’S WEBSITE — Because the coverage 
linking directly from Previous Session bills to audio/video on the Oregon Legislative 
Information System (OLIS) website goes back only to 2007, if your research predates 
that, you may need to consult the Audio and Video portion of the Oregon Legislative 
website at https://www.oregonlegislature.gov/citizen_engagement/Pages/Legislative-
Video.aspx, which currently includes audio/video from 1999 through 2015. 
However, older audio/video will soon be maintained exclusively on the State 
Archives’ servers. Consult a law librarian for help in doing legislative history 
research prior to 2007. 
 
8) CONTACTING STATE ARCHIVES’ REFERENCE UNIT – For information about legislative 
tracings, and obtaining exhibits or audios not available on any website, contact State 
Archives’ Reference Unit: 503-373-0701, option 1, or reference.archives@state.or.us. 
There is a small charge for reproducing materials. 
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